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The Critical Path
“A project without a critical path is like a ship without a rudder.”
(D. Meyer, Illinois Construction Law)
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Thank You to our
Loyal Sponsors

The Inaugural PMI Australia Conference – not long to go!
The PMI Australian Chapters have collaborated to present a conference like no other offered in Australia. One that will provide a platform
for professionals, academics and community representatives to share
knowledge, experience and professional camaraderie; whilst recognising and acknowledging professional excellence via the PMI Australia
Annual Awards.
Read about the fantastic key note speakers we have lined up for you
further in this issue, or visit www.pmi.org.au for all the information and
latest updates on this not-to-be-missed event.

Professional
Development Partner

Oh, don’t forget to register. Registrations are open now, go to
www.pmi.org.au and register today!

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI

GPO Box 241, Sydney,
NSW, 2001, Australia
www.pmisydney.org
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From the President’s Desk… …...
Happy New Year and Welcome Back.
Your new board started the year on 2nd Feb with passion, energy, enthusiasm, great ideas and contributions. The Board members include a combination of returning, experienced Board members and fresh
blood. Meet the team – check out our profiles.
Thanks to Julia Checchia and 2012 Board members for the great achievements. It’s a great honour to
serve our members and add value. We have a strong foundation to build on with ambitious plans for this
year.
Our plans outcome is aimed at fulfilling our purpose, serving our membership base and supporting the
promotion and advancement of the art, science and benefit of the project management and integrated
related professions and their application for the member’s professional growth, corporate and communities.

Amany Nuseibeh,
PMP
President PMI
Sydney Chapter

At the top of our plans is the Inaugural PMI Australia Conference “21st Century Leadership” on 1 st – 3rd
May at the Convention and Exhibition Centre. In collaboration with PMI Australian Chapters, the conference will be a platform for professionals, academics and community representatives to share knowledge,
experience and professional camaraderie; whilst recognising and acknowledging professional excellence
via the PMI Australian Annual Awards. This is a fantastic opportunity to gain recognition for your team,
yourself and your organisation. The PMI Australian National Awards program has been created to recognise the outstanding performance in the practice of project management, the contributions of individuals in the project management profession and PMI Australia. Nominations are open now and will close
on 30th March.
Mark Langley, PMI CEO will be our key note speaker as we address the new century challenges. The program is jam packed with value, learning, ideas and networking opportunities. If you haven’t had a chance
to check it out, now is the time – www.pmi.org.au
For those of you who want to obtain a new credential, have a look at our PMP/CAPM Exam Preparation
Courses. If you have a credential, make sure you maintain it by acquiring PDUs.
Our professional development calendar for 2013 has a taste for both camps, those who favour improving
their skills in the arts side of project management, and those who want to learn the science. Check out
the full offering on the website. If you would like to mentor, or need a mentor, check out our mentoring
program.
Our breakfast and chapter seminars will offer a variety of topics with a return to one of our most popular
events structures – speed learning. Our collaborative events with CMI and IIBA, as well as other recruitment and training organisations will continue. With our eyes set on a few locations outside Sydney CBD,
we’re looking for volunteers and venues in others areas in Sydney and NSW. If you live in Newcastle,
Wollongong, or Parramatta, we’d like to hear from you as we are looking for a sustainable model to
serve our NSW members.
The Building Better Futures Portfolio is getting ready for the Non for Profit Organisations requests for
coaching and we are looking at revamping the schools and Women in Project Management programs.
We’d like to take this opportunity to thank our sponsors. On-going sponsorship is crucial to the offerings
we have, the variety and reach. We thank DDLS, Paxus, Pillar, Link-up, CommSec and Curtin University as
we look forward to strengthening our partnership and collaboration opportunities with a number of likeminded organisations.
A number of our members are looking for new opportunities. This is the time to expand your network,
register for the conference, attend a PMI breakfast or chapter event, meet-up, attend a workshop, and
study for an accreditation. If you are itching for work, volunteering would bring you one step closer to
the right job as “Good things happen when you get involved with PMI”.
See you at our next event!
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Show me the Value-Chris McLoon
As a new member of the PMI Board for 2013, I hope to bring a Governance and
Assurance focus to our Critical Path Newsletters. And as all projects begin with
benefits in mind, what better place to start 2013 than with some refresher material
on Benefits Management – or better still, on Value Management.
By the time you read this article, Stephen Jenner will have completed his latest visit to Australia and New Zealand to deliver his Seminar Series on ‘Delivering Value
via Project Portfolio Management”. As a world leader in Benefits Management,
Steve advocates that maintaining a benefits focus, both during and after project
completion, is the key to demonstrating value in project delivery. For those that
missed Steve’s seminar, he has just released a new reference manual “Managing Benefits” (available
through APMG) that will serve as a good backup of Steve’s seminar material.
Regular readers of The Critical Path may recall that it is just on 12 months since Craig Wilkins, Gareth
Byatt, Gary Hamilton, and Jeff Hodgkinson’s great article on Benefits Realisation – the Unfortunate
Truth featured in the March/April 2012 edition - this article is well worth revisiting.
Special mention should also go to an illuminating article by Jed Simms and Alex Chapman called “The
Capital Crime” which highlights the issue of the diminishing benefits of projects that occurs through the
failure to identify all of the benefits that relate to projects, and the failure to monitor project benefits once
the project delivery phases have been completed. This article is a very good read and I strongly recommend that you read it, and see if you recognise any similarities with project benefit challenges in your
organisation – then share it with your Project Stakeholders.
The challenges associated with identifying and measuring benefits – especially intangible benefits –
quite often results in ‘something being left on the table’ that could reasonably have been included in the
benefits identification and realisation for the project. If you think that measurement of intangibles is too
hard, have a look at “How to Measure Anything” by Douglas W. Hubbard.

Building Better Futures – Welcome to the 2013 Team!
In 2012 the Building Better Futures initiative promoted awareness of project management by implementing successful and engaging programs in three areas; Women in Project Management, Schools Program, and Community
Coaching Program.
Women in Project Management has focussed on the building of resilient communities by creating awareness of
women’s role in project management and issues related to gender and opportunities in the workplace.
The Schools Program’s main aim has been to introduce project management as a subject area in schools and promote the values and benefits for students, both in regards to general life skills and future study and career choices.
The Community Coaching Program has fostered relationships and connections between the PMI Sydney Chapter
and not for profit organisations such as Good Beginnings by mentoring and coaching several project managers.
In the year ahead we aim to continue to expand and improve these valuable programs as well as considering new
areas to grow.
2013 promises to be another busy year with a number of exciting events and presentations to be delivered to ensure
BBF core values are being realised.
The PMI Sydney Chapter welcomes Daniela Polit as the new Director of Building
Better Futures as well as the returning and new volunteers who will support the programs in 2013
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From the Events Director
Welcome to 2013, the year of the Water Snake. The Snake does not settle for mediocrity and
Water is closely associated with education and research. Let's take advantage of this vibrant
influence to improve our lives, our profession, our organisations and our world! Ask yourself: will
this be a year of change for you, or a year of consolidation? What goals have you set, what New
Year resolutions did you make?
The challenge for the coming 12 months is for each of us to ‘stretch’ our skills, knowledge and
outlook; embracing the different aspects of our professional lives. So, in 2013 the PMI Sydney
Chapter will present you with opportunities to look inwards and further develop your understanding, knowledge and skills to interact with a complex world.
Some sessions will cover the techniques and ‘technical’ aspects of the profession such as Portfolio and Project
Management, which is slated for mid-February. With the PMI AUS conference in early May there is also an opportunity to examine examples of good practice from high-performing projects. Other sessions will examine ‘soft’ skills,
how we interpret the world and act as we do.
So, how will you continue to add value to your colleagues, customers and yourself? What goals and plans have
you set out? The Chapter and Breakfast Events can be another channel to help you work on this. In the Year of the
Snake, don’t stay in your comfort zone. Get out and about, and participate in all that the Sydney Chapter has to
offer.
Registration & cancellation
We aim to present informative and relevant speakers at our Chapter events, so it’s no surprise to know that our
events usually reach capacity very quickly. Members are encouraged to register for events early to avoid disappointment. At the same time, we highly appreciate a courtesy email notifying us of cancellations well ahead of the
event date. The requirements we receive from our venue organizers include firming the numbers a few days before
the event. This will give those on the waiting list an opportunity to attend and ensure every seat is filled, maximising
members’ exposure and minimizing waste. If in doubt regarding availability at an event, please email me at
events@pmisydney.org and I will do my best to accommodate your request.
PDUs
Remember, you are entitled to claim 1 PDU for every PMI Sydney Chapter event that you attend. Details of how to
claim your PDUs as per the new categories are on our website. Go to https://ccrs.pmi.org/Certificants/
ClaimPDU.aspx

From the Membership Director – Paul Barnes PMP
Firstly, I would like to say a big thank you to Venesa, who held the Membership Directorship
last year, in what many would agree were challenging circumstances to say the least. Even
with a busy schedule and a baby due soon, she found time to sit with me as part of a prehandover meeting to ensure I can hit the ground running and ask any questions before it is too
late!
From my early days, I have seen that Directors can’t work in isolation. Just like in projects, we
all need to work as a team to ensure we deliver the best results. With a fantastic team this
year, we should have an exciting and successful 2013.
On that note, I hope you all enjoyed a well-deserved break and are re-energised for a prosperous new year. I look
forward to meeting you at the next chapter meeting – come and introduce yourself!

Meetup is the world's largest network of local groups. And, PMI Sydney Chapter
is now on Meetup! Visit: http://www.meetup.com/Sydney-Project-Managers/ to
check out the details and to register. See you there
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IS EMAIL KILLING YOUR PROJECT? By Ida Rohne
A recent study by American academics, published in the Wall Street Journal, reported that the average office worker gets distracted every three
minutes and it might take as long as 23 minutes to get back on track. Their
findings showed the barrage of emails between colleagues as a major
cause, and not, as commonly believed, social media, blogs or news.
Picture the following situation. You arrive at work shortly after seven. The
office is blissfully quiet and you look forward to a productive couple of
hours before it starts buzzing with activity, questions and demands. You
are determined to finalise that important progress report and come prepared to the nine thirty meeting with your boss. “Two hours is plenty of
time, better get a coffee and quickly check my inbox,” you tell yourself.
What’s wrong with this scenario? The word ‘quickly’.
By nine you haven’t even opened the progress report and you already feel like another coffee. So, what have you
been doing with your time?
Depending on the size of your project you could have been skimming through up to hundreds of emails, responding to some and archiving others, most of them irrelevant to your immediate priorities. And, you are not alone. Your
colleagues will likely be doing the same at some stage during the day. In a project team of fifteen, that could add
up to 30 hours. In one day.
Imagine that one of your developers reported a 30 hours delay in fixing a bug. As a project manager you would find
that unacceptable. “That’s four days work,” you would no doubt protest. Yet, the same amount of time is often
swallowed up on a daily basis by unnecessary email communication. This is scope creep, for which few will plan or
budget, and most are unaware. Rather than inventing strategies to cope, we need to ask ourselves; Are large
amounts of emails necessary? How can we use email communication more appropriately.
Email is not the right tool for sharing documents

Project documents, with their numerous changes and updates are often distributed by email. Recipients must archive emails and save attachments on their personal drives. Consider the many areas of project management plus
other aspects and departments of the business and you already have two-dozen emails waiting in your inbox. This
can be avoided by using a document management system, which also provides version control and a record of
ownership and contributors.
Group emails are often irrelevant for most recipients
We all know the feeling of not wanting to miss out on vital information, and somehow we believe every aspect of a
project is indirectly connected to what we are doing, including every email. This is to some extent true, but it steals
focus and effort from your area of responsibility and delegation. Implementing sound documentation frameworks
and communication management will make information more targeted and useful for the recipient. Appointing a
Project Coordinator, whose sole responsibility it is to manage this, will in the long run cost less than lost productivity caused by team members reading emails not relevant to their task at hand.
Email does not replace verbal communication
It is ridiculous, and inefficient, to send emails to your colleagues across the room. Email was originally intended to
make remote communication easier. It is quicker to get up from your desk, walk the short distance and ask your
question or deliver a short message, than sending an email and in turn wait for their response. Also, email is not a
suitable medium for urgent communication. When it is finally received and interpreted it might be too late for its
intended purpose, and create misunderstandings or confusion. Short stand-up meetings are far more effective for
keeping the project team up-to-date, and unforeseen, urgent matters should always be communicated face-to-face
or by phone.
We need to rethink our dependence on email. According to the Wall Street Journal article some companies have
started to allocate time when employees are not required to read or respond to emails. Ask yourself “what’s the
worst thing that can happen if I ignore my inbox?” After all, fire, evacuation and other emergencies are not communicated by email.
The PMI Sydney Chapter's Toastmasters Club meets 1st and 3rd Wednesday Please visit the
Events Listing for all the details on dates, time and location.
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RISK DOCTOR BRIEFING

PREREQUISITES FOR EFFECTIVE
ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT
© December 2012, Dr David Hillson

FIRM, HonFAPM, PMI Fellow

david@risk-doctor.com

The term Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) describes a comprehensive and integrated framework for managing risk at all levels within an organisation. Four organisational characteristics are required if ERM is to work
properly:
1.

Defined objectives at all levels. Risk is defined in terms of objectives and without clearly defined objectives it
is not possible to identify or manage risk. Objectives exist at various levels in an organisation, forming a hierarchical structure. ERM requires these objectives to be clear (everyone knows and agrees what they are),
aligned (all objectives contribute to the overall goal) and coherent (fitting together as a set, both top-down
and bottom-up).

2.

Matching organisation to objectives. Effective organisations have structures that mirror the hierarchy of objectives, with clear mapping between levels. Senior management are responsible for achieving strategic objectives, and front-line staff (project teams, operational groups, supply chain partners etc.) must meet operational and delivery objectives. The levels in between are covered by middle management, and it is often here
that objectives lose clarity, alignment and coherence.

3.

Clear boundaries. Effective ERM requires clear interfaces between levels, for both objectives and the organisation. There must be no uncertainty about whether a particular objective belongs at a particular level or to
the level above or below. The organisational hierarchy must be equally clear, with defined lines of responsibility, communication and decision-making authority.

4.

Risk-aware culture. The organisation needs a fully mature risk-aware culture at all levels, with a commitment
to manage risk wherever it is found, and this must be properly resourced and supported. ERM cannot operate effectively if any level within the organisation denies the existence of risk or refuses to take responsibility
for managing risk in their area of authority.

What happens if one or more of these four elements are missing in your organisation? Perhaps there are no clear
overall objectives, or your organisation is unstructured or has inconsistent boundaries, or the risk culture is immature? Is it possible to implement ERM in these circumstances?
An organisation that is deficient in one or more of these characteristics should take steps to develop them. Objectives can be put in place at the various levels across the business quite quickly, but it might take some time to implement structural changes to the organisation with clear boundaries and thresholds, and developing a risk-aware
culture takes much longer.
In the meantime, it should be possible to get started. Why not use your part of your organisation as a pilot or demonstrator? First ensure that your objectives are clear and understood, and begin to develop risk awareness
among your team. Then start to implement a cut-down version of ERM in your own “mini-enterprise”. When this
starts to make a difference, communicate and celebrate your achievements, telling your colleagues what you have
discovered. Success stories will encourage others to follow in your footsteps and will lead to a wider take-up of the
principles and practice of ERM. If you have the courage and determination to act as a pioneer for ERM, others will
follow, and eventually the whole organisation will change.
To provide feedback on this Briefing Note, or for more details on how to develop effective risk management, contact the Risk Doctor (info@risk
-doctor.com), or visit the Risk Doctor website (www.risk-doctor.com).
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Board Contact Details
President

Amany Nuseibeh PMP

president@pmisydney.org

0415 919 210

Immediate Past President

Julia Checchia PMP

ipp@pmisydney.org

0412 268 657

Vice President

Jordan Vamvakidis PMP

vicepresident@pmisydney.org
0438 588 869
0437 698 811

Treasurer

Chris White

treasurer@pmisydney.org

Secretary

Chris McLoon PMP

secretary@pmisydney.org

0411 712 785

Events

Malcolm McFarlane

events@pmisydney.org

0439 347 356

Membership

Paul Barnes PMP

membership@pmisydney.org

Communications

Maja Kowalski PMP

communications@pmisydney.org

Volunteers

Philip Reid PMP

volunteers@pmisydney.org

Professional Development

Ha Nguyen

development@pmisydney.org

0401 142 513

Building Better Futures

Daniela Polit

buildingbetterfutures@pmisydney.org

0429 448 841

Marketing

Vikas Patole PMP

marketing@pmisydney.org

0418 864 854

Special Projects

Kate Morris

specialprojects@pmisydney.org

0409 577 754

PMI commenced in Australia in 1997 and held its
first Chapter Meeting on 15 April 1997. Today the
Chapter has over 1,800+ members from a mixture
of industries including, but not limited to:
construction, engineering, banking, insurance,
finance, IT, telecommunications, consulting and
pharmaceutical. Approximately 50% of Australian
PMI's members are PMPs. PMI is strongly supported
by a majority of companies in Australia and
internationally. The Sydney Chapter conducts
regular chapter meetings, education and
certification courses and runs an annual conference
in an effort to promote the profession of Project
Management within NSW and Australia.

0401 632 968

The Critical Path is published bi-monthly by the PMI Sydney Chapter and is distributed to over 1,800+ people. A
limited number of advertising pages are accepted in each
issue. The rates for advertising are as follows:
Visit our website or download the 2013 Media Kit for
further information on The Critical Path - Publication &
Content Dates for 2012.

Membership Stats
Total Members
New Members Added
PMP Members
CAPM Members
PgMP Members
PMI-SP
PMI-RMP
PMI-ACP

1828
1
862
51
5
7
8
8

New Editions of PMI’s Foundational Standards Now
Available
PMBoK Fifth Edition has been released and PMI Members can download a FREE PDF
copy from the PMI.org website. You can also purchase a hard copy on PMI Global Marketplace. PMI Members receive 25% discount.
If you have been studying for the CAPM or PMP exam with the PMBoK Fourth Edition, you
have until Jul 31, 2013 to pass the exam. For more information, visit the PMI Certification
site.
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The PMI Australia Conference 2013 Registration is now open!!!
Inspirational leaders and motivational speakers will showcase the latest material on
leadership, agile, professional development and project, program and portfolio management.
Here we present you with some more information about our keynote speakers.

Keynote Speakers
Mark Langley became PMI’s President and CEO in December 2010 after serving over eight years
as Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer. In the chief executive role, Mr Langley is
responsible for overseeing and serving as the lead advocate for PMI’s complex global organisation,
consisting of more than half a million members, certification holders and other stakeholders in more
than 185 countries.
During his leadership, PMI’s stakeholder base has grown five-fold and transitioned from primarily
North American to a truly global representation.
Mr Langley has spent countless hours demonstrating the value of project management to practitioners, organisations and governments as well as collaborating with volunteer leaders, and working with communities to advance
the profession of project management.

Peter Taylor – Author The Lazy Project Manager
Peter is a dynamic and commercially astute professional who has achieved notable success in
business. His background is in project management and marketing across three major business
areas over the last 27 years and with the last 8 years leading PMOs.
He is also an accomplished communicator and is an independent professional speaker, workshop
trainer and consultant – specialising in PMO coaching.
Peter is the author of ‘The Lazy Project Manager’, The Lazy Winner’ and ‘The Lazy Project Manager and the Project from Hell’ (Infinite Ideas), as well as ‘Leading Successful PMOs’ (Gower) and forthcoming
books ‘Project Branding’ (RMC) and ‘Strategies for Sponsorship’ (Management Concepts).
More information can be found at www.thelazyprojectmanager.com and www.leadingsuccessfulpmos.com and
www.thelazywinner.com – and through his free podcasts in iTunes.
Cassandra Wilkinson —Author/presenter
Cass Wilkinson is an author, commentator, columnist and co-founder and chair of FBi FM Sydney’s Australian music radio station. She is a director of several charities and has held executive
roles in the public and private sectors.
Cass writes regularly for The Australian newspaper and appears frequently on television including the Bolt Report, Sky News Agenda and the Drum to discuss current events in politics and
society.
Her book Don’t Panic – Nearly Everything is Better Than You Think argued that the world is getting better and she has contributed essays to several books on well being, welfare reform and most recently was
recently featured in the anthology Best Australian Science Writing 2012 (UNSW Press).
Cass has been a guest speaker at the Festival of Dangerous Ideas, the Battle of Ideas (UK), Consilium, Liberty
and Society, the Hugo group annual conference (NZ), the Future Summit and the Genius of Western Civilisation
conference.
Find out more at: www.pmi.org.au
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This Newsletter is published by the Editorial Team of the

Editorial Team

Communications Portfolio on behalf of the
Project Management Institute Sydney Australia Chapter.

Communications Director:

We welcome articles, interviews excerpts, general information and other
contributions to enhance project management knowledge and
understanding of our chapter members .please send these to the
Communications Director.

Maja Kowalski PMP

Disclaimer: The views expressed in the articles are those of the respective
authors and do not represent PMI or the Chapter.

Assistant Editor:

PMI Sydney Chapter does not endorse any products or services advertised in
this newsletter.

Editor:
Joan Amudu

“Vacant—Recruiting Now!”

To ensure you don’t miss out on important PMI communications, keep the email address,
that you have registered with PMI.org, current at all times.
To update your email address, log into your PMI.org account and make the necessary
changes there.
Once done, you may also want to review your username for the PMI Sydney Chapter
website as it may be utilizing your old email address (default set up). If you have any issues with logging
into the PMI Sydney Chapter website, visit the Log in Help page. To change your username for the PMI
Sydney Chapter website, log in and go to "My Account" under "User Menu" located on the left hand side
margin, and edit the username.

Project Management Institute
Sydney Chapter

Advertising Rates
Critical Path:
$149 for quarter page

GPO Box 241
Sydney
NSW 2001

$199 for half page
$299 for full page

Australia

NEW! Website advertising:
www.pmisydney.org
LinkedIn Group
Twitter: @PMISydney

Check out the 2013 Media Kit package
options and rates.
Contact communications@ pmisydney.org
for bookings.

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI Sydney
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